Another honoree in this exhibit, Officer Megan Freer, was recognized for her role in locating the last known place where four missing men from Bucks and Montgomery County were last seen in the summer of 2017. These officers of the Philadelphia Police Department’s K-9 Unit were the ones responsible for discovering the actual gravesites of the missing men. Officers Treston and Outlaw, along with K9s Hank and Storm, spent two days in grueling heat scouring the vast 100 acre property in Solebury Township, Bucks County. During the second day of the investigation, Hank and Storm located the first gravesite containing three of the young men. Each canine gave a trained indication to indicate the area. A second location containing the final body was found several days later. The bodies were buried over 12 feet below ground, which underscores the intense and amazing training of these K-9s.